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Abstract

Wireless ad hoc networks are very popular in many ar-
eas such as border area protection, rescue operations etc.
These networks suffer security problems due to their in-
frastructure less architecture. Attacks like passive eaves-
dropping, impersonation, replay etc. can be easily per-
formed in such networks. Also the devices used in such
networks are mostly resource constrained devices. Hence
highly secured complex cryptographic algorithm cannot
implement in such devices. This paper proposes a two
level hierarchical key distribution scheme (HKDS) for
wireless ad hoc networks. In the first level the secret
key is distributed among the cluster heads using knap-
sack algorithm. In the second level, the secret shares gen-
erated by cluster head using Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) scheme is distributed among the nodes of the clus-
ter. After that a mutual authentication scheme is intro-
duced through which the node and the cluster head will
mutually authenticate themselves and generate the secret
session key for communication.

Keywords: Asmuth-bloom Secret Sharing; Ban Logic;
Chinese Remainder Theorem; Knapsack Algorithm

1 Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks are infrastructure less network
which provides a basic framework for the ubiquitous com-
puting. It supports anytime and anywhere deployment
facility for easy communication. These networks are very
disposed to security attacks such as routing attack, node
stealing attack, impersonation attack, etc. [14, 20, 27].
Key management plays an important role in such net-
works as the data need to be encrypted before transmit-
ting to neighboring nodes to resist those attacks. Imple-
mentation of suitable key distribution technique in this
environment is challenging as the network having limited
bandwidth and limited power [19, 21]. Public key man-
agement approaches mainly increase computational com-

plexity and communicational overload. Symmetric key
distribution techniques are suitable here due to the small
key size and simple operations, but the security of the
network totally depend upon one key. The network will
compromise if the key is hacked. Hence it is better to dis-
tribute the secret in such a manner so that the adversary
cannot able to get the key even if a node is captured. Dif-
ferent Key management schemes such as centralized group
key management scheme [4, 28, 33, 36, 38], contributory
group key management scheme [1, 15, 16], hybrid group
key management protocol [22, 34], have been proposed in
ad hoc networks.

In centralized group key management, key distribu-
tion center is involved in distribution of different types of
key like group key, temporal key among the group mem-
bers [8, ?, 11, 31]. Hence these techniques are vulnerable
of server spoofing attack and single point failure can oc-
cur in the network. To avoid this problem contributory
group key management schemes came where contribution
of every group member is considered in group key gen-
eration process [6, 12, 24]. However these schemes also
suffer with scalability problem with high computational
costs. Hence a hybrid of these two schemes has been pro-
posed which is fault tolerant and also computationally
efficient. But these key management schemes also suffers
in node compromise attack and overall communicational
overhead increased. To avoid the drawbacks, efficient se-
cret sharing technique is preferable. Threshold Cryptog-
raphy is suitable in such network to distribute the secret
shares in the number of nodes. This reduces the chances
of vulnerability and redundancy of secret key. Brickell [5]
proposed a linear algebra based method which constructs
the ideal secret sharing. Along with this he showed how
to apply it to find ideal schemes for the multilevel and
compartmented access structures. This schema has some
scalability problem. Hence Luo et al. [25] described a scal-
able and distributed authentication technique for ad hoc
network. They introduce the virtual certificate author-
ity. After that some authentication techniques are found
in literature. Zhu et al. [39] first introduced a threshold
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cryptography based key management system for ad hoc
network.

In their work, they define a group of N servers to-
gether with a pair of master public-private key which
would be deployed by Certificate Authority. Each server
was sharing the master private key and stores key pair
of all nodes. But due to the lack of a prior knowledge
of post-deployment configuration, when, N number of
servers come together, they were not able to form a whole
signature [26]. Condition for any node who wants to join
the network was that they must collect all the N partial
signatures from other nodes and compute the whole sig-
nature. Ma et al. [26] discussed the use of threshold cryp-
tography in opportunistic network. They proposed iden-
tity based cryptography (IBC) security scheme where the
nodes have to encounter t out of n public key generators to
reconstruct their private key. Zou et al. [41] proposed an
approach for weighted multi secret sharing scheme. Hui
et.al [40] proposed a novel group key management scheme
for mobile ad-hoc network where registration center han-
dles complete registration of members and panel of key
generator center handles key management. After the reg-
istration process, the user gets the shared key which is
given by panel of key generation center. Farras et al. [9]
proposed a work for constructing hierarchical secret shar-
ing and the characterization of ideal access structures.
Wang et al. [36] proposed a secret sharing scheme that
distributes its share to currently available member of net-
works and threshold member will combines it to issue sig-
nature. Gharib et al. [10] proposed KERBEROS in mo-
bile ad-hoc network. They assumed a predefined trusted
third party. In their system, a mobile node sends resource
ticket and authenticator to the service provider encrypted
with the key. Wang et al. [37] proposed an identity based
group key communication scheme based on bilinear pair-
ing. In general all these approaches either need higher
configuration effort before deployment or higher energy
consumption for large traffic generation. Also most of the
schemes cannot resist the major vulnerable attacks in ad
hoc networks such as node-compromise attack, flooding
attack, replay attack etc.

In this paper, we have proposed a two level hierarchical
key distribution scheme (HKDS) for wireless ad hoc net-
works. The root node is the base station (BS). In the first
level the secret key is distributed among the cluster heads
(CH) using Knapsack algorithm. In the second level, the
secret shares generated by cluster head using Chinese Re-
mainder Theorem (CRT) scheme is distributed among the
nodes of the cluster. After that in mutual authentication
phase the node and the Cluster Head will mutually au-
thenticate themselves and generate the secret session key
for communication. We have compared proposed authen-
tication scheme with some popular authentication proto-
col [17, 23, 29].

Our proposed scheme also includes the following as-
pects:

• This scheme efficiently covers two major issues like

key management and node authentication in ad hoc
network. We use Knapsack algorithm because one
major practical advantage over RSA is speed. It can
operates at throughput rates of 20 mbits/sec whereas
in RSA through put rate is about 50 kbits/sec. Knap-
sack is suitable for resource constrained environment
because it avoids complex operations like modular
exponentiations.

• In first level, Knapsack key is used for communica-
tion between BS and CH which provide the strength
of public key cryptography in this level. In second
level, Secret shares are generated from the knapsack
key and stored in cluster nodes. From the shared se-
cret key the session key is generated which is used
for message encryption (using AES) between cluster
nodes and cluster head. Symmetric key cryptogra-
phy is used in this level for reducing computational
complexity.

• This scheme checks node validity and mutual authen-
tication between the node and the CH. After that
they will generate the secret session key.

• Authentication approach enforces very light compu-
tational load and detail security analysis shows that
it resists all possible attacks.

• To resist node compromise attack, secret shares are
generated and distributed in n number of nodes (par-
ticipants). For recombination of secret need mini-
mum t number of nodes (participants). Hence if a
node is captured, then also an advisory cannot com-
pute the secret key.

• This scheme uses AES symmetric encryption process
to save energy and storage which is critical for con-
strained devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents Backgrounds, Section 3 provides Proposed Au-
thentication Protocol; Section 4 discusses Implementation
results; Section 5 presents Security Analysis; Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Backgrounds

In this section, we will discuss challenges of wireless ad
hoc networks and threshold based cryptosystems.

2.1 Security Challenges in Ad Hoc Net-
work

Ad hoc networks are decentralized and dynamic in na-
ture [35]. The basic challenges for ad hoc network are:

• In ad hoc networks the packet of data is very insecure
due to hostile environment.

• Each device contains low end processor having less
speed and small programmable memory.
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• Public key cryptosystems degrade the performance
for complex mathematical operations.

• Physical capture of node by the adversary is a com-
mon problem.

• Due to dynamic nature, there is lack of post-
deployment configuration knowledge.

• The nodes communicate each other and the base
stations using low bandwidth and less transmission
power.

• Group key management leads more communicational
overhead.

• Ad hoc network devices are generally operated by
batteries. Battery technology is lagging behind mi-
croprocessor technology. The life time of a battery
have lower time range which implies the need of
power conservation.

• Routing attacks (sinkhole, black hole), selective for-
warding, node tampering, jamming and flooding at-
tacks are possible attacks in these networks.

2.2 Threshold Based Cryptosystem

Secret sharing is a method in which we distribute the
shares of the secret to the share-holders. The secret will
be recovered only by certain predetermined groups as per
access structure definition. The secret sharing schemes,
where only a limited number (threshold) of participants in
the reconstruction phase is important for recovering the
secret is called threshold secret sharing scheme. When
it calculates for total weight as threshold, it is named as
weighted threshold secret sharing. Secret sharing scheme
usually can be divided into following steps:

Dealer phase: This scheme starts from this phase,
as dealer coordinates the whole share distribution
scheme. Dealers generate a secret and its shares and
distribute them in participants.

Combiner Phase: Combiner can be a participant or a
special party that collect the shares from authorized
participants and regenerate the secret.

For example, if a secret S0 has to be distributed in n
number of participants and threshold defined by access
structure is t then dealer will generate n number of share
counting from S1, S2, · · · , Sn. Combiner will collect any t
number of shares and recalculate the value S0. According
to the availability of secret to the dealer, the secret sharing
scheme is defined as:

Explicit: Dealer receive the secret from outside and gen-
erate shares on it.

Implicit: Dealer create or have the secret and generate
the shares on it. Generally dealer generates the se-
cret from predetermined domain. Two types of secret
sharing scheme is found in literature given below:

1) Shamir secret sharing scheme [32]: Shamir se-
cret sharing scheme was based on polynomial
interpolation. It’s equation is in the form
of any K-pairs (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), · · · , (Xk, Yk)
with xi 6= xj . Dealer give a polynomial equa-
tion in the form of p(x) degree (t− 1) such that
p(xi) = yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Some features of
Shamir secret sharing are:

• Secret is chosen as free coefficient of a ran-
dom polynomial.

• Share is chosen as li = P (xi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤
n with xi as a different public value.

• Secret is recombined by using Lagrange’s
interpolation.

2) Blakey’s Secret Sharing Scheme [3]: Blakey used
n-dimensional vector space. It presents the se-
cret as an element of GF kq vector space. Share
were taken as any n-different (t−1) dimensional
vector space. Share were taken as any n differ-
ent (t − 1) dimensional hyper plane subset of
dimensional vector space as,

a11x11 + a12x12 + · · ·+ a1tx1t = a1

a21x21 + a22x22 + · · ·+ a2tx2t = a2
...

...
...

an1xn1 + an2xn2 + · · ·+ antxnt = an.

Secret get recovered by intersection of K shares. The
secret sharing scheme based on Chinese Remainder
theorem has been proposed in [13]. It is a method
to uniquely determine a number S modulo k many
relatively prime integers m1,m2, · · · ,mk, given that
S <

∏k
i=1mi. The shares are generated by reduction

modulo the integer mi, and the secret is recovered by
essentially using the Chinese remainder theorem.

3 The Proposed Authentication
Protocol

In this section we propose a hierarchical authentication
protocol for ad hoc network. Network model is given be-
low.

3.1 System Network Model

Consider a system network model for border area pro-
tection. The ad hoc network is deployed for collecting
the data regarding any motion or disturbances created
in border area. The whole area is divided into small
clusters and each cluster has a cluster head. The mes-
sage from the nodes will transmit to the root node in an
encrypted form [7]. During this process, each node au-
thenticates itself to the cluster head before transferring
data. Hence we design the two level hierarchical models
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for key distribution and authentication. In this hierarchi-
cal model, let there are number of clusters and each clus-
ter head will separately calculate and distribute its key
among their cluster node. In deployment model, Level 1
connection (from root node to cluster head) is infrastruc-
ture based and Level 2 connection (from cluster head to
cluster nodes) is infrastructure less. The network struc-
ture is described in Figure 1.

The proposed hierarchical key distribution scheme is
based on Knapsack Cryptosystem and CRT based secret
sharing scheme. First level is for key distribution of root
node to cluster head using knapsack method and second
level is for key distribution of cluster head to cluster node
using CRT based secret sharing. In this process the gen-
erated symmetric key is used for node to node communi-
cation. While the node and cluster head will establish a
session key for further data communication.

Figure 1: System model of HKDS

Assumptions used in this protocol:

• In this model, the root node is a trusted node. Mainly
the Base Station is assumed here the root node.

• Cluster nodes are the mobile devices which are under
the control of Cluster Heads.

• Cluster head, cluster nodes and root node are con-
sidered static and synchronized.

• In this system model, there is number overlapping
between clusters.

• The communication between cluster head to cluster
node is insecure.

• Threshold is calculated by static method.

• Signal intensity of all nodes is considered under
threshold value.

Table 1 shows the notations used in this protocol.

Table 1: Notations used in this protocol

Symbols Meaning

UN User node
Bs Base station/root node
CH Cluster head
UID Identification number of user node
CID Identification number of cluster head
Pu Random number chosen by user
R Registration number
h() Hash function (SHA-1 hash algorithm is used)
g A generator on Zp∗ where (2 ≤ g ≤ p− 2)
Pb One time key between root node and cluster node
Pch One time key between root node and cluster head
Pm One time master key between cluster node and

cluster head
Pk Knapsack tuple
A Diffie Hellman key of user
B Diffie Hellman key of cluster
Mi ith message
Ti ith time stamp
Ni ith share of nodes
Key Symmetric key in ad hoc network calculated by

user node
K Temporary session key
KSN Final session key

3.2 Description of Proposed Authentica-
tion Protocol

Proposed authentication protocol is divided in two phase.
First phase is key distribution and registration which
will be performed after deployment. Second phase is for
Login and Authentication of nodes for data exchange.

Phase I (Key Distribution and Registration).

1) Key distribution Phase: This key distribution phase
works in two level as discussed in the previous
work [30]. In first level key distribution is performed
from root node to cluster head using knapsack algo-
rithm and in second level cluster head calculate secret
key for each node using CRT based secret sharing
and calculates its corresponding triplet,then send it
to the cluster node. The key distribution is shown in
Figure 2.

Level 1 (Root node to cluster head).
Root node generates Knapsack keys using N
tuples super increasing key series where N is
equals to the number of cluster head to which
the key is to be distributed. Each tuple of the
series will be given to a single cluster head.
This tuple is the key for cluster head node and
its share will be distributed among the cluster
nodes. The process is given below: For N clus-
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ter head, we choose super increasing series of N
natural number.

w = (w1, w2, · · · , wN ).

Randomly select a integer q such that

q >

N∑
i=1

wi (1)

and selects r such that 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and
gcd(q, r) = 1 and now calculate

βi = rwi mod q. (2)

So the calculated series

β = (β1, β2, · · · , βn).

Permute the β series and find new series

γ = (γ1, γ2, · · · , γn).

This γ series will be the public key and the series

w = (w1, w2, · · · , wn), q, r,

will be the private key of root node. The public
key tuples will be distributed to the cluster
heads. For reconstructing the public key, the
entire cluster node will exchange their share
with their identity. Thus here the threshold
t = n. Similar way CH will generate public-
private key and send to root node. Finally root
node will create a public key list of all CH.

Level 2 (Cluster head to cluster node connection).

In this level, CH will distribute the key to
the node using CRT based secret sharing
scheme. A special sequence of integer used here
is known as Asmuth-bloom sequence [2];

p0, p1 < p2 < · · · < pn.

Here n is the number of nodes in a cluster and
threshold is decided at t. This sequence must
satisfy the equation

A0

t−2∏
i=0

An−i <

t∏
i=1

Ai. (3)

The dealer phase and combiner phase will sep-
arately run in each cluster by its cluster head.

Dealer phase.
p0 is selected as the secret S belongs to ele-
ment of zp0 . The cluster node select a ran-
dom number α so that

pn−t+2 × pn−t+3 × · · · pn < S + αp0

< p1 × p2 × · · · × pt.

This value α will determine that without
participation of nodes the secret key of clus-
ter head cannot be retrieved. Secondly if
value of S + αp0 is lower than the lower
range decided for threshold can be recon-
structed by combining less than threshold
number of shares. Shares can be calculated
by:

si = (S + αp0) mod pi. (4)

Combiner phase.
Cluster head will collect the threshold no of
shares and calculate according to Chinese
remainder theorem.

x = s1 mod p1

x = s2 mod p2
...

x = st mod pt.

Here Z = pi1pi2 · · · pit and value of x can be
calculated by x =

∑t
i=1

z
Ai−1

yisi mod Z.

After calculating X, we can calculate the
secret that is a key for each cluster node as
S = x mod pt.

Figure 2: The Key distribution structure in HKDS

Now the cluster-head will calculate share for
each node but it will send other factors along
with the shared key to calculate the secret key.
The steps involved in this process are given be-
low:

Step 1: After calculating shared key it will find
total multiple.

M = s1 × s2 × · · · × sn × pn+1.

pn+1 is prime number which is greater than
pn.

M1 = s1 × s2 × · · · × sn.

Step 2: Calculate total sum

Sum = s1 + s2 + · · ·+ sn + pn+1

Sum1 = s1 + s2 + · · ·+ sn.
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Table 2: Message flow in registration phase

Message Flow Message Name Message Description
UN → BS Subid UID||PIN ||Pu
BS → UN Regno EPb

(h(PIN)||R)
BS → CH Nodelist EPch

(UID||h(PIN)||Q||Pk)
CH → UN Nodeinfo EPm(secretshares)

Step 3: Calculate symmetric key for cluster
node as

Secretkey = M mod Sum.

Symmetric key will be stored as (M1, Sum1, pn+1)
Instead of sharing the symmetric key directly, clus-
ter head will distribute this key in the form of triplet.
Cluster-head will calculate triplet for each share ap-
plying conditions as follows:

Condition 1: If shared key = 1 or 0.

Step 1: Calculate array of prime number
greater than total multiple . Size of ar-
ray will be the total number of 0 and 1.
Then calculate, multiplicative inverse of to-
tal multiplication.

M1 = (M,Z[px]∗).

Step 2: Calculate Multiplicative inverse of
Sum

ISum = (Sum,Z[px]∗).

Step 3: Calculate Triplet (M1, ISum,
Sharedkey) to be send to node.

Condition 2: If sharedkey > 1

Step 1: Calculate M1 = M
SharedKey and

ISum = Sum− SharedKey.

Step 2: Calculate Triplet (M1, ISum,
SharedKey) to be send to node. After
receiving the triplets, node will calculate
the symmetric key by applying conditions
as follows.

Condition 1: When shared secret is 1 or
0, calculate:

M = inverse(M1, Z[px]∗)
Sum = inverse(ISum,Z[px]∗)

SecretKey = M mod Sum.

Condition 2: When SecretKey > 1, cal-
culate:

M = M1 × SharedSecret
Sum = Sum1 − SharedSecret

SecretKey = M mod Sum.

2) Registration Phase.
After deployment the nodes will registered to the
base station by using following steps:

Step 1: The node will submit its UID and PIN
with a random number pu in registration form
and submit it to base station. UID is a 6 digit
hexadecimal number and PIN is a 4 digit num-
ber. UID is fixed (never be changed), but user
can change his PIN when it is compromised.
Base station will calculate R = H(UID||pu)
and Q = R⊕H(PIN).

Step 2: BS will send hash of PIN concatenated
with R, g to user node using the direct link.
Both BS and User node will store hashed form
of PIN .

Step 3: BS will send node-list UID, PIN , Q, and
knapsack tuple key to cluster head. Encrypted
by one time predefined key between BS and
cluster head. When the registered cluster-node
deployed to CH than CH will verify its UID
and send it the shared triplet. Table 2. shows
the message flow in this phase. This table shows
sequence of messages in registration phase and
what message parameter is passing from one
node to another node.

Phase II (Login and Mutual Authentication
Phase).
This phase discuss login process, session key generation
and mutual authentication process. After authentication,
session key is established. The mutual authentication
phase is shown in Figure 3.

Step 1: During login process, user node submits it’s
UID and R to cluster head. The CH than calculate
Q′ = R ⊕H(PIN) as CH already have H(PIN) of
the user node in user list table. If Q′ = Q, where Q is
already stored in the table, than login permitted and
send Grantlogin message to user node. This message
contains a nonce h(N1).

Step 2: Now user node calculates M1 =
(R||h(UID)||h(N1)), M2 = (M1||T1), A = ga mod p,
M3 = h(A||M1) and send [CID,UID,M2, A]EKey

to cluster head.

Step 3: Cluster head verify the freshness of message by
T2−T1 = δT and generateM ′1 = (R||h(UID)||h(N1))
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Figure 3: Mutual authentication phase

and verify it with M1. Cluster head consider a ran-
dom number b and calculate B by gb mod p. Clus-
ter head extract A from the message and gener-
ate K = Ab mod p. It calculates M ′2 = h(A||M1)
and the session key by (K||UID||CID). Clus-
ter head append M ′3 in M4. Calculate M4 =
(M ′3||h(CID)||h(T2)||A||B) and M5 = (M4||T2).
Cluster head send message M5 to user node as
[CID,B,M5]EKey

.

Step 4: User node receive M4 and N2 User node
calculate M ′4 = (M2||h(CID)||h(T2)||A||B). It
checks M ′4 = M4 and calculates K = Ba mod p
and session key KSN = (K||UID||CID).
User node send response message M6 =
[(h(UID)||h(CID)||N1||T2)]EKey

.

Table 3 shows the message flow in this phase. In this
way mutual authentication is performed.

4 Implementation and Perfor-
mance Analysis

Implementation of the first phase is performed in Java
Platform using Java Cryptographic Extension. We use
a Laptop with Intel Core 2 DUO CPU T6400@2.00GHz
with 4GB RAM and Windows 7 operating system hav-
ing jdk1.8 as a Cluster head node. Implementation is
distributed in three phases:- Knapsack Key generation
phase, Share generation phase, and lastly the triplet gen-
eration phase. As an example, consider a cluster with 9
nodes and the share generated for 9 nodes is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Here a 15 digit random number is chosen and it is

equal to 782490775074582. With this 9 generated shares,
the cluster head will calculate triplet to send the nodes
as shown in Figure 4 (screenshot) below using Netbeans
IDE 6.8. Now the nodes can calculate the secret session
key for encryption of message.

Next we calculate how much time is consumed for en-
crypting messages with this shared key in a mobile device
(a tablet with 2GB RAM, ARM Cortex 1.7 GHz proces-
sor). For a Text File (File size: 870 KB) the encryption
time is 30 ms and decryption time is 28 ms for same size
data using the shared key.

To calculate how much energy it consumes over time,
we find that the half of battery energy of the mobile device
(a tablet with 2GB RAM, ARM Cortex 1.7 GHz processor
with 3500 mAH polymer battery) consumes after 2 hours
while using AES with fixed input block of length 128 byte
and different key sizes (128 bytes,192 bytes, 256 bytes) for
data transfer.

While calculating computation costs, we use the nota-
tion TH as the time complexity for the hashing function
and TE as the time complexity for exponentiation func-
tion and TM as the time complexity for modular multi-
plication function. In cryptography, Exclusion-OR oper-
ations are usually neglected (due to very low computa-
tions) while considering its computational cost. Commu-
nicational cost depends upon the total no. of message
exchanged for authentication. Here only three messages
exchanged in mutual authentication phase. The compari-
son of our proposed protocol with other protocols is given
in Table 4. Also functionality comparison is given in Ta-
ble 5.
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Table 3: Message flow in login and mutual authentication phase

Message Flow Message Name Message Description
UN → CH ReqLogin UID||R
CH → UN Grantlogin h(N1)
UN → CH UserAuthn Ekey(CID||UID||M2||A)
CH → UN CHAuthn Ekey(CID||B||M5)
UN → CH SesnGen Ekey(h(UID)||h(CID)||N1||T2)

Table 4: Performance comparison of our scheme

Schemes Login phase Authentication phase Total
Lee et al. [17] 7TH 9TH 16TH

Pippal et al. [29] 2TE + TM + TH 5TE + TM + 6TH 7TE + 2TM + 6TH
Li et al. [23] TE + 5TH 3TE + 8TH 4TE + 13TH
Our Scheme TH 4TE + 10TH 4TE + 11TH

Figure 4: Triplet generation

5 Detail Security Analysis

In this section we discuss the security of proposed scheme.
BAN logic is used here to proof the mutual authentica-
tion between the node and the cluster head and shared a
session key. Then, we describe how the proposed protocol
resists other network attacks.

5.1 Security Proof Using BAN Logic

We have proved that the authentication protocol provide
high security using BAN Logic. BAN Logic is the defined
set of logical rules for verifying the correctness of any
protocol [23]. It also defines the beliefs of participants
in the communication. Correctness of a protocol defines
that both communicational parties confirms that they are
sharing a fresh session key with each other after execution
of the protocol.

For security verification, this work first starts with its
normal definition found in [18]:

• R and S are principals i.e. the participants which
communicate.

• I and J are statements.

• Key is the cryptographic keys.

Relationships and its uses for all principal, key and
statement:

• #(I): The formula I is fresh.

• R |= I: R believes that I is true.

• R→ I: R is an authority and believes I.

• RδI: R receives some message including I from some-
one.

• R  I: R sent a message containing I sometime.

• (I, J): The formula I or J is one part of the formula
I, J).

• < I > I: The formula I combines with a secret pa-
rameter J .

• {I}Key: The formula I is encrypted with the key
Key.

• (I)h: The formula I is hashed.

• R Key S: R and S use the shared key Key to com-
municate and Key will never be discovered by any
principal except R and S.

• Message meaning rule:
R|=R Key S,Rδ{I}Key

R|=SI .

• Freshness conjugation rule: R|=#(I)
R|=#(I,J) .
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• Freshness-introduction rule: R creat a random I
R|=#(I) .

• The belief rule: If the principal R believes I and J ,

then the principal B believes (I, J): R|=I|=J
R|=(I,J) .

• The nonce-verification rule: If the principal R be-
lieves that I is fresh and the principal S sent I
once then the principal R believes that S believes

I: R|=#(I),R|=SI
R|=S|=I .

• The jurisdiction rule: If the principal R believes that
S has jurisdiction over I and S believes I, then R

believes that I is true: R|=S→I|=S|=I
R|=I .

• Introduction of the session keys: If the principal R
believes that the session key Key is fresh and the
principal S believes I. This is essential for a key,
then R believes that he/she shares the session key

Key with S: R|=#(S),R|=S|=I
R|=R Key S .

For correctness measurement, the key agreement pro-
tocol must achieve the following goals:

Goal1 : CH |= CH K UN

Goal2 : UN |= UN K CH

Goal3 : UN |= UN KSN CH

Goal4 : CH |= UN KSN CH

Goal5 : UN |= CH |= UN KSN CH

Goal6 : CH |= UN |= UN KSN CH.

• Verification of this protocol is as following: This
protocol will have three participants: Rootnode(),
Clusterhead(CH), Usernode(UN). Verifying this
protocol using BAN logic requires some assumption.
They are as follows: From the registration phase be-
fore deployment they have

A1 : BS pB UN

A2 : BS pN CH

A3 : CH pM UN

A4 : BS KNC UN,UN KNC UN

A5 : CH |= UID

A6 : UN |= UID

A7 : CH |= CID

A8 : UN |= CID.

Verification of this protocol using BAN logic fol-
lows: Starting from the First message C1UN →
CH[CID,UID,A,M2]KNC

. A is random variable
calculated by Diffie Hellman process. Thus, we
can assume that A9 : UN |= #(A). M2 is
calclated at UN as M2 = [M1||T1]. Whereas,
M1 = [R||h(UID)||h(N1)]. So again we can con-
clude that A10 : UN |= #(M2)] and S1 :
CHδ[CID,UID,A,M2]KNC

. CH has seen the mes-
sage. By message meaning rule:

S2 : CH |= UN  [CID,UID,A,M2]KNC
. (5)

By verifying T2 − T1 = δT , S3 : CH |= #(T1). So,
By Freshness conjugation rule:

S4 : CH |= #(A). (6)

By Freshness conjugation rule: S5 : CH |= #(M1).
From Equations (5) and (6),

S6 : CH |= UN |= (A). (7)

Now, CH will calculate K with the help of A. So,
we can conclude.

A11 : CH |= #(K). (8)

From Equations (7) and (8) and by introduction of
session rule, we get S4 : CH |= CH K UN . Goal 1
is achieved.

Again, for Message 2, C2 : CH →
UN [CID,B,M5]KNC

. B is random variable
calculated by Diffie Hellman process. Thus,
we can assume that A12 : CH |= #(B).
M5 is calculated at UN as M5 = [M4||T2],
whereas M4 = [M ′2||h(CID)||h(T2)||A||B] and
S7 : UN ||δ[M ′2||B||CID||T2]KNC

. UN has seen the
message. By message meaning rule:

S8 : UN |= CH  [M ′3||B||CID||T2]KNC
. (9)

By verifying freshness of T2 and M5. We get

S9 : UN |= #(B). (10)

From Equations (9) and (10), we get

S9 : UN |= CH |= #(B). (11)

Since UN also calculate K thus, it can be assumed
that

A12 : UN |= #(K). (12)

From Equations (11) and (12) and by introduction
of session key rule, we get S9 : UN |= UN K CH.
Goal 2 is thus achieved.

Now since, K is the temporary session key so both
share this K. Thus, we can make assumption that:

A13 : UN |= K

A14 : CH |= K

A15 : UN |= CH |= K (13)

A16 : UN |= CH |= K. (14)

Both end CH and UN will calculate Session key
KSN . Our aim is to establish session key between
user node and cluster head, thus

A17 : UN |= #(KSN ) (15)

A18 : CH |= #(KSN ). (16)
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From Equations (13), (refe10), (15), (16) and using
session key rule: S10 : UN |= UN KSN CH. Goal
3 is thus achieved.

S11 : CH |= UN KSN CH. Goal 4 is achieved.

Similarly from freshness rule and Equations (13),
(refe10), (15), (16): S12 : UN |= CH |=
UN KSN CH. Goal 5 is thus achieved.

S13 : CH |= UN |= UN KSN CH. Goal 6 is
achieved.

Hence according to S4, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, the
proposed protocol achieves all the Goals and both
user node and cluster head believe they share a ses-
sion key KSN .

5.2 Security Proof Using Attack Analysis

In this section we discuss the security of proposed scheme.
The proposed protocol will be considered to be a secure
authentication protocol, if it satisfies the following prop-
erties:

Man-in-the-middle attack: In this attack, the at-
tacker establishes a common key between two par-
ties and intercepts all message transmitted between
them [7]. He modifies these intercepted messages
within a valid time period. This protocol establishes
a secret session key KSN without revealing any in-
formation about the session key. The share key K of
each node is transmitted in triplet form to the nodes.
When this share is given to cluster nodes, each node
calculates its secret key using an in built algorithm
and communicates with other nodes. If adversary
comes to know any random triplet of share, then
also attacker will be unable to get the share of other
node. Without knowing the algorithm he cannot de-
duce the symmetric key used for communication in
cluster. Hence this attack cannot be successful.

Impersonation attack: This attack happens when an
attacker impersonates as legitimate user by supply-
ing valid credentials in login process. During login
process, user node submits it’s UID and R to cluster
head. The CH than calculates Q′ = R ⊕ H(PIN)
as CH already have H(PIN) of the user node in
user list. If Q′ = Q, where Q is already stored in
the table, than login permitted. Now suppose, the
attacker get the information about UID and R. He
impersonates as a valid user and establishes a con-
nection. But the shared key is unknown to him. So
he will use different key while sending the message
[CID,UID,M2, A]EKey

to cluster head. The CH
will immediately reject the message for using wrong
key. Hence the proposed scheme can resist this type
of attack.

Stolen-verifier attack: In this attack, the attacker may
be able to steal the verification list from server.
In this proposed scheme H(PIN)is stored in the

verification table. If an attacker steal the verifier
H(PIN)from the table, then also he will unable to
calculate R = H(UID||pu) as pu is unknown. So
Q = R ⊕ H(PIN) is also impossible to compute.
Hence this attack will be unsuccessful for determin-
ing valid login message.

Replay attack: Our protocol protects replay attack as
it depends upon timestamp values (T1, T2). Also it
depends upon random numbers a, b to confirm the
freshness of the request message [CID,UID,M2, A]
and response message [CID,B,M5]. Even if an at-
tacker intercept the request message, then also he
will unable to compute M6 and the correct key k for
encrypt the message. It is impossible to compute a
from A = ga mod p as it lies on discrete logarithm
problem. Thus this protocol resists replay attack.

Perfect forward secrecy: In our protocol perfect for-
ward secrecy is maintained even if the previous
shared key is compromised. The attacker knows the
previous shared secret N , but also unable to derive
the previous session key KSN = (K||UID||CID)
between the user node and cluster head because it
had number relation with shared secret. Again sup-
pose the attacker capture the request - response mes-
sage and try to calculate the temporary session key
K = Ab mod p from the value of A. But it is im-
possible as it is based upon the assumption that the
discrete logarithm problem is intractable and on the
value of b. Thus the property of perfect forward se-
crecy is satisfied.

Insider attack: The user submits his UID and PIN
concatenated with a random number to BS to gen-
erate R = H(UID||pu) and Q = R⊕H(PIN) which
is stored in the memory of user node. During login
process, user node submits it’s UID and R to cluster
head. The CH than calculates Q′ = R⊕H(PIN) as
CH already have H(PIN) of the user node in user
list table. If Q′ = Q, where Q is already stored in
the table, than login permitted.

Now from the registration message, an insider cannot
able to calculate PIN because it is concatenated with
a random number pu called salt. Even the H(PIN)
value he can reveal, but that will not help him to
generate Q because R cannot be calculated without
pu. Therefore insider attack cannot be possible in
this protocol.

Server spoofing attack: This attack is very common
in networks where the attacker manipulates the valu-
able data of legal user by setting up fake server.
In order to set up a legal CH, the attacker needs
to send the response message [CID,B,M5]. As
the request message is an encrypted message, hence
to decrypt it the key must be known to the at-
tacker. Suppose the shared symmetric key is known,
then also the false CH does not know the share
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Table 5: Functionality comparison of our scheme

Attacks Our Scheme Lee et al. [17] Pippal et al. [29] Li et al. [23]
Man-in-the-middle attack Yes Yes Yes No

Dictionary attack Yes No Yes Yes
Node-compromise attack Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mutual authentication Yes No Yes Yes
Impersonation attack Yes No No Yes
Stolen-verifier attack Yes Yes No No

Insider attack Yes Yes No Yes
Server spoofing attack Yes No No Yes

Replay attack Yes No Yes Yes
Perfect forward secrecy Yes No No Yes

N1 for the user node. Hence the attacker cannot
compute M1 = (R||h(UID)||h(N1)), Without M1,
it is impossible to calculate M5 = (M4||T2) be-
cause M4 = (M2||h(CID)||h(T2)||A||B) and M2 =
h(A||M1). Therefore the proposed scheme is secure
against server spoofing attack.

Node compromise attack: In this attack, an adver-
sary gets hold of a node physically and gain access of
all data, intercept and modify message. In this pro-
tocol, the node authentication parameter R is em-
bedded in the software which cannot be extracted.
Hence if a node is compromised, the attacker can get
the UID but not R. Hence valid login cannot possi-
ble. Now suppose the attacker capture the node and
use it for valid login. After that he wants to send the
request message to CH. But this time also he will un-
successful for generating M1 = (R||h(UID)||h(N1)).
Also further messages such as M2, M3 cannot gener-
ated. Hence he will unable to establish a session key
between cluster head and user node. Thus proposed
protocol resists node compromise attack.

6 Conclusion

A two stage hierarchical key distribution scheme and au-
thentication protocol is proposed in this paper. Key dis-
tribution is a combination of knapsack public key cryp-
tography and CRT based secret sharing scheme.

The unique feature of this architecture is that instead
of symmetric key, secret shares generated by the cluster
head is stored on the nodes. Any outsider cannot get the
secret key without knowing n number shares. The thresh-
old value minimum number of cluster node will need to
generate share. It works with the symmetric key encryp-
tion among the cluster node. In this network, symmetric
key is not directly distributed but send in the broken form.
So that, if any node capture the message containing key
then also capturing node will not be able to calculate the
key. Performance analysis of the protocol also shows that
our scheme resists the major vulnerable attacks in ad-hoc

networks with low computational load.
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